"EL ATAQUE'1: TAPESTRY MADE FOR THE 3rd DUKE OF ALBA
at Brussels by Willum Pannemac\er.
f     Now reproduced from the original in possession of the ijth Du{e of/Alba
(and loth Du\e of Berwick)t 'm the Pakcio de Una.
Observe in die border the initials F. M., for Fernando (the Duke) and Maria (the Duchess): also
the ancient coat of arms of the House of Alba (Alv3rez de Toledo), chequey argent and azure. These
tapestries come from the Casa de Alba de Tormes: tiree pieces, traditionally called "El Ataque," "El
paso del Rio/' and "La Victoria," believed to represent different stages of the battle of Jemmingen. The
present Duke of Alba in his Diseurso (1919) on his gi£at ancestor's character, actions and possessions (p.
34), mentioned that the Jemmingen identification hact been questioned. But he has since reconsidered
the circumstances and confirms the traditional narr.e. And a Flemish cartographer—while asking
whether there is any contemporary statement that all three represent one battle—adds the following
comments (1936):—
" On ' El Ataque' it is difficult to see a river. . . On ' La Victoria' on the top of the picture
is a road which resembles the road on ' El Ataquc.' ' El paso del Rio' may mean the passage of
the Meuse near Maestricht, by the Prince of Orange, which was a success at first for him; but on
the coming up of the Duke of Alba's army he w&s obliged to retire. [If the traditional names are
correct] then all three would belong to the campaign of 1568, when the first successful attack by the
Spaniards was near Jemmingen."
It seems therefore likely that the Duke would have chosen to commemorate this battle. But
the topographical details are not nearly so minute as those in the famous Conquest of Tunis tapestries
made for the Emperor Charles V, and brought by his son Philip to England to show to Queen Mary's
subjects in 1554. Contemporary copies of these werc shown in England in our own day, when lent
by King Alfonso to the Anglo-Spanish Exhibition.
The reputed Jemmingen tapestries are made of coloured silks and wools, yellow, blue and green,
with gold and silver thread. The second and third of the series do not lend themselves to reproduc-
tion as satisfactorily as " El Ataque," there having been difficulty in getting strong enough light for
the photography.
Though tapestry is said to have been introduced into England first by the Castilian wife of King
Edward I, it is believed not to have been made byi English weavers until Henry VIII's time, and not
to have been an established industry until the reign of Elizabeth: for which last see "Elizabethan
Sheldon Tapestries. By John Humphreys, M.Ait F.S.A., Hon, Reader of Mediaeval Archaeology,
Birmingham University, President of the Birmingham Archaeological Society" Oxford University
Press, 1929. With halftone portraits of two Sheldoiis, and picture of Barcheston Manor, Warwickshire,
where from 1561 to 1647 the work was carried 0131. See also, facing pp. 22, 23, 24, Drayton House
Tapestries made under the Sheldons' auspices for
arms.   See also "Handboo\ of English Sixteenth
Robert Dudley Earl of Leicester, with his coat of
Century Tapestries," Victoria and Albert Museums;
and " Tapestry Portfolio," iii, 1915; and " Catalogue of Tapestries/' 1924, (The Armada tapestries
devised by our Lord High Admiral for the House of Lords will be considered under date o£ the events
portrayed.)
(4) E. M. Tenison's "Elizabethan England." Ill, I. i(c).

